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Vocabulary: 4 points
: Look at the pictures and complete the following sentences.(1 point )

1) Deaf people use……………………….……. to communicate.
2) Each person’s …………………..…. is unique.
3) This Frenchman is a famous …………………..
4)……………….……. is the best medicine.

: Complete the tables below. (1 point)
Word
5)…………..
6)…………..
reflect
emotional

Definition
without taking any notice of
traditional or usual things that people do in an area
7)…………………………..
8)………………………….

: Fill in the blanks using the words given. (There is one extra word.)(1 point)
( identity- handicrafts - addiction – popular - decorate )

9) Bad habits and ……………..… can be harmful to health.
10) Making and selling …………………… help the economy of Iran a lot.
11) He is one of the most ……………….. students in the class.
12 Tom was wearing a mask to hide his …….…………….

: نام و نام خانوادگی
 یازدهم: پایه
 ریاضی و تجربی: رشته
نوره
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: Complete the conversation with the words given. ( one word is extra.) .(1point)
medical- rule- idea- change- improve
Vincent: I think we should do a lot more to ….…13……… our worker’s health and fitness. What do
you think, Monica?
Monica: I agree. There are all sorts of things we could do to help workers to become more healthy
and stay healthy. For one thing, we could offer them a free ………14…….. checkup every year.
Vincent: Right. That’s a good ………15……….. A lot of firms do that. And how about having a no
smoking ………16…… in the restaurant ?
Monica: I agree.
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Grammar: (4 points)

4

: Choose the correct measure words .( 1 point)

17) They need (lots of –many) meat to make lunch .
18) Do you think ( a lot of – much ) people will come ?
19) We didn’t have (much- many) visitors last week.
20) Could you tell me (a little – a few) about Urmia Lake?

: Complete the sentences with the appropriate forms of the given verbs (1 point)
21) James …………….……… his work yet .( finish)
22) It is not dangerous …………….. in the pool .( swim)
23) We ………………. Friends since college.( be)
24) What do you think about ………………..in a village? (live)

: Choose the correct option .(1 point)
25) She didn’t eat anything, but she drank …………Water .
a) a few

b) a little

c) many

d) a lot

27) If you enjoy art ,you …………………..a good artist .
a) became b) become c) will become d) would become

26) Would you like something to eat?
No , thanks , I ………….…….lunch.
a) had
b) have had c) had have d) have
28)He is so ……….. to see his first English teacher.
a)excite b) excites

c) exciting

d) excited

: There is one error in each sentence. Find the errors and correct them. (1 point )
29) If you don’t mind lending me your camera , I give it back to you soon . ………….
30) How many continent are there in the world ?

……………

…………….
..............
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Writing (8 points)
: Add the appropriate suffixes or prefixes to the given words and use them in the sentences. (2)

( polite – nature- complete- use )
31) You must not be ……………………….. to your parents.
32) He has become one of the team’s most …………………. Players.
33) She prefers to use ………………….. light when taking photographs.
34) He was ……………………. tired after working hard for 8 hours.
________________________________________________________________________________
: Complete the sentences with the appropriate forms of the following verbs. (one verb is extra)(2point)

(be- relax-catch- see-come)
35) Have you ever ………………….. a famous poet?

36) If my friends ………………. busy tomorrow, I’ll go to the movie by myself.
37) Thank you for ………….. soon.
38) He ran fast ……………… the bus.

: Unscramble the second sentence in the following conversation. (1)
A: “How can I help you sir?

39) B: “handicrafts- I- some- looking- Iranian- for- am”

……………………………………………….……

_________________________________________________________________________________
Read the sentences below and write each word in a correct box.(1)
To tell the truth. I’m totally confused. I know that learning a language is impossible without
making mistakes.
Gerund

Infinitive

40)………….

41)……………

Past participle

Preposition

42)……………

43)……………..

_________________________________________________________________________________
Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with appropriate two-word verbs.(1)
44) She advised him …………………..…. smoking.
45)A:” Could you please ……..…. The television …….. ?
I want to study. “
B:”sure.”
Complete by using your own ideas. (1)
46) If I have a lot of money, ………………………………..
47) I’ve planned ………………………..……… in the summer.
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Reading (8points)
A: Cloze Passage: choose the correct words . (2points.)
Art is a creative activity by people. These people are called ………48…..…….. .
These people express ………49………….. by their art. Some people find art relaxing.
Many people disagree on how to ………50……………. art. Some say people are driven to
make art because of their creativity. Art includes drawing,51………….., sculpting ,
photography, performance art, music, poetry and theatre.
48 ) a) artists
49) a) himself
50) a) define
51) a) jogging

b) addicts
b) ourselves
b) attend
b) hunting

c) patients
c) themselves
c) depend
c) sailing

d) surfers
d) itself
d) dislike
d) painting

B: Read the following passage and complete the sentences by scanning.(3)
With more than 190 countries and 7 billion people on earth, it is not hard to
imagine that many cultures exist. No matter where you go around the world, you will
face people, lifestyles and cultures that are different to what you have. People
around the world have very different lives and ways of living. They have different
beliefs and customs. So they usually live and behave according to what they believe
to be right and wrong.
For those who want to learn about other cultures, but do not know where to
start, a great place to start is reading about the cultures that interest them. In
today's world if we all are able to know about other cultures, and respect them, life
will be easier for most of us.
52) The number of people on earth is …………………………
53)The underlined "they" in paragraph 1 refers to ………………………
54) In this passage find the opposite of "right" …………………………….
55) The different lifestyles around the world is because of …………………………
56) We can learn about other cultures by ………………………….
57) Life would be easier for most of us by ………………………...

C: Read the passage on the next page and answer the questions.(3 points)
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C: Read the passage and answer the questions.(3 points)
The Louvre museum is one of the largest and most
important museums in the world. It is housed in the
expansive Louvre Palace, situated at the heart of Paris.
The collection of the Louvre Museum was first
established in the sixteenth century as the private collection of King Francis 1.
One of the works of art he bought was the now famous Mona Lisa painting.
The collection grew steadily thanks to donations and purchases by the king.
In 1793, during the French Revolution, the Louvre became a national art museum
and the private collection opened to the public.
The museum has a collection of over one million works of art, of which about
35,000 are on display, spread out over three wings of the former palace. The
museum has a diverse collection ranging from the Antiquity up to the midnineteenth century.
Some of the most famous works of art in the museum are the Nike of Samothrace,
the Dying Slave by Michelangelo and of course Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa

58) The Louvre is in France.
59) Only the King's family can visit the museum.

a) TRUE 
a) TRUE 

b) FALSE 
b) FALSE 

Give complete answers:
60) When did the Louvre become a national art museum?
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
61) How many works of art are there in the Louvre?
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
62) Find a synonym for "Well-known": ……….………..
63) Find an antonym for "smallest": ……….………..
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راهنمای تصحیح و ریز بارم
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ریز بارم

Answer Sheet

1

Vocabulary

5) despite
7) to show something
9)addiction
11) popular
13) improve

2

Grammar

1

10) handicrafts
12) identity
14)medical 15) idea

1

16)rule

18) a lot of
20) a little

1

21) hasn’t finished
23) have been

22) to swim
24) living

1

25)b(a little)
27) c(will become)

26)b (have had)
28) d(excited)

1

will give

30)continent

31) impolite 32)useful 33) natural

34) completely

36) are

37)coming

38)to catch

4

1

continents
2
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Writing
35)seen

4

1

6) custom
8) relating to the motion

17) lots of
19) many

29) give

3

1

1)sign language 2) fingerprint 3) painter 4)laughter

بارم
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39) I am looking for some Iranian handicrafts.

1
Gerund
40)learning

Infinitive
41)to tell

Past participle

Preposition

42)confused

43)without

1

44) to give up 45)turn the television off

1

46 ) I can help the poor.
47) to travel to the North of Iran .
(Students may write different sentences. Half of the score belongs to
correct structures. )
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48) a (artists)
Reading

50)a (define)

49)c (themselves)

2

8

51)d (painting)

52) 7 billion

3

53) people around the world
54) wrong
55) different beliefs and customs
56) reading about the cultures
57) knowing and respecting other cultures
58) a (true)
59) b (false)

3

60) In 1793, during the French Revolution, the
Louvre became a national art museum
61) It has a collection of over one million works of art.
62) famous
63) the largest
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